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THE NATURE AND PROBABLE ORIGIN OF
BI IAURAL BEATS

BY JOSEPH PETERSON

University of Minnesota

If two tone waves of slightly different pitch are con-
ducted separately in tubes, one to each ear, it will be found
that they beat. Beats of this kind are called binaural to
distinguish them from beats produced by the operation of
both tone waves in the same ear. A question of importance
to auditory theory arises here: Are these two kinds of beats,
binaural and monaural, really different in principle? Are
binaural beats not due to some sort of conduction of the
vibration series from one ear to the other so that both waves
really operate in each ear? At least three modes of such
conduction from one side to the ear at the opposite side of
the head are possible. Unless much care is taken in con-
necting the sound-tight tube to the meatus of the ear, vibra-
tions may be communicated to the air external to the head
and thus carried to the opposite ear as an ordinary air wave.
As a second possibility the tone wave may go directly from
the air in the meatus to the bones of the skull and thence to
the liquids of the inner ear on the opposite side of the head.
Finally, some of the middle ear structures, or even the liquids
of the labyrinth, may communicate the wave to the bones of
the skull by which they can be conducted to the opposite ear.
It is conceivable, moreover, that under certain conditions
all these means may be operative. .

Evidence is not wanting to show that such cross-conduc-
tion of the wave is probable. It is well known that vibrations
are effectively conducted to the labyrinth by the bones of
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the head. This is illustrated by the Weber test. If the stem
of a sounding fork is held against the skull at the right ear,
or at any other place, while the meatus of the left ear is
plugged with the finger tip, the tone will be clearly perceptible
in the left ear even though the vibration of the fork is very
weak. Auscultation of the skull roof by means of a sensitive
microphone has shown that the bone may take up the wave.1

Wilson and Myers report2 that by leading the tone of a
tuning fork to one ear of an individual they 'proved that an
apprec able amount of sound could be transmitted through
his head to the other ear and could thence be conducted by a
tube so as to be audible to the ear of a second observer.'
It is well known that even inaudible interfering tones may
produce clearly perceptible beats. Therefore it is not safe
uncritically to assume that faint tones are not transmitted
to the opposite ear. S. P. Thompson found, for example,
that two Uts (c' = 256 v.d.) forks, slightly mistuned, pro-
duced very distinct beats when their tones were conducted in
tubes one to each ear even though the tones were so faint as
to be 'all but inaudible' when sounding individually.3 For
these reasons, and others to be considered later, there is a
tendency on the part of certain investigators to attribute all
binaural beats to interference of vibrations in the same
labyrinth, due to bone conduction.

Certain experiments have produced evidence of a pecu-
liarly forceful kind against this interpretation of binaural
beats. Cross and Goodwin4 in a carefully conducted in-
vestigation attempted to exclude cross-conduction of waves.
That they were entirely successful in this attempt is not here
maintained. Rods connected with the stems of the sounding
forks were held against wax plugs in the ears. Binaural
beats were plainly audible even when the tones were very
weak, but difference tones could not be obtained, with the
necessary pitch difference of the forks, though the intensities
were greatly increased. If, however, one of the rods was

1 Nagel, 'Physiologie des Menschen,' 1905, 3, 575. References are there given.
1 Brit. Jour. PsychoL, 1906, 2, 381.
• Phil. Mag., 1877, (5) 4, 274-276.
4 Proceedings of the Acad. of Arts and Sciences, 1891, 27, l.
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held against the skull or the teeth while the other was in
contact with the wax ih one ear "a loud differential tone was
heard at once in the ear against which the rod was placed."
In such a case both the vibration series could operate together
ih the one ear by means of bone conduction from the rod
touching the skull. The intensity of the beats did hot seem
to be affected by this change, however, as we should expect
if the beats were also due to the action of both waves in each
ear. This experiment certainly suggests that bone con-
duction was not very strong, if indeed it was possible at all,
until one rod was held against the skull. Difference tones
are possible only when both tone waves operate in the same
medium either at the source of the tones or in the ear. This
general statement of the conditions under which combination
tones are possible is, I think, agreed upon by all authorities
irrespective of bias as to any particular theory of the origin
of such tones. This is one of the strongest pieces of evidence
against the view that binaural beats are to be explained on
the basis of bone conduction, yet no one maintaining this
view has considered seriously, or at all, it seems, the results
of the experiment here mentioned.

Binaural beats have been studied incidentally of late by k
number of experimenters who were primarily concerned with
the perception of phase differences of waves at the two ears.
These investigations have been carried on mostly by physicists
under conditions so carefully controlled that there can be
little room for differences of opinion as to the general results.1

It is now unquestionably established that phase differences
are perceived, but the explanation of the whole matter is
still in controversy. Wilson and Myers maintain that such
perception is after all based upon intensity differences at the
two ears, and they have explained in an ingenious manner
how all phase differences at the ears may conceivably be
converted into intensity differences with the consequence
that the greater intensity occurs at the ear receiving the

xRostosky, Phil. Stud., 1902, 19, 557. Lord Rayleigh, Phil. Mag., 1907, 13,
214,316. More and Fry, Ibid., 1907,13, 452. Bowlker, Ibid., 1908,15, 318. Wilson
and Myers, Brit. Jour. Psycho1.., 1908, 2, 363. More, Phil. Mag., 1909, 18, 308.
Stewart, Physical Rev., 1914, 3, 146; 4, 252. Schulze, Annal. d. Physik, 1914, 45, 283.
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earlier phase. Their objection to the view that phase differ-
ences are directly perceived, as Lord Rayleigh, More, and
others have assumed, is that it compels us to depart radically
from our present conception of the origin and nature of the
nervous impulse. "We have hitherto believed th,at, under
ordinary circumstances, all sensory stimuli (save, possibly,
painful ones) act on the nerve fibres solely through the inter-
mediary of end organs; and that these organs may in certain
cases be excited by various kinds of stimuli—mechanical,
electrical, chemical. Since these diverse kinds of stimuli
give rise to similar sensations, 'we have hitherto believed
that the impulses ascending a sensory nerve depend on the
mode of response of the end organ and not directly on the
character of the stimulus.'1 " I t is very hard to believe that
every crest and every trough of each sound wave produce an
exactly corresponding crest and trough in the impulses trans-
mitted along each auditory nerve."2

The theory of Wilson and Myers is based on three sup-
positions: (i) That the sound wave is transmitted to the
opposite ear by bone conduction; (2) that the retardation of
phase due to this ear-to-ear transmission is small; (3) that
the two waves, the direct and the transmitted, arrive in
each of the cochleae from opposite directions. These sup-
positions, which are crucial to the theory, have been ques-
tioned, under certain conditions, at least, by More,8 who
has repeated the experiment of Wilson and Myers. More
also tried higher-pitched forks than any of those used by
these experimenters—128, 180, 240, 256, 320, 384, and 512 v.d.
He found that 512 v.d. was near the limit of accurate lateral
location by phase differences. Above this the accuracy
decreases, becoming untrustworthy at about 1,024 v-d- No
systematic tests for continuous pitch differences above
1,024 v.d. were made, "yet a qualitative trial [under the
accurate conditions given by the use of the Wilson-Myers
apparatus, however] with a fork of pitch 3,000 v.d. approxi-

»Op. cit., p. 377.
1 Ibid., p. 378.
•More, L. T., 'On the Localization of the Direction of Sounds,' Phil. Mag.,

1909, 18 (6th Series), 308-319.
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mate, showed that absolutely no sensation of direction
existed."1 More reports, moreover, that tones "so feeble
that sufficient sound did not travel through the head to
produce any sensation" were as easily localized by phase
differences as were loud tones.2 Suddenly pinching one of
the tubes, thus instantaneously decreasing the intensity at
one ear, did not, as would be expected on the Wilson-Myers
theory, cause a confusion in the judgment. Extreme changes
do, of course, cause a confusion, but very slight ones should
do so if the perception of phase difference is reducible to
perception of intensity difference. More also points out
the obvious fact that according to the Wilson-Myers theory
tones should be more accurately located than noises, "while
the contrary is proved by experiment." With a subject
completely deaf in the left ear More found that a tone,
even though intensified by a resonator, could not be heard
in the right (good) ear when conducted to the left one.
This is strong evidence against the cross-conduction of a
perceptible amount of vibration through the head.

My own experiments in acoustics, at first repeating the
experiments of various investigators, early led me to doubt
the explanation of binaural beats, and of the perception of
phase differences, based upon cross-conduction of the wave
through the bone. That such conduction is not only prob-
able but actual under certain conditions, no one can deny.
Repeated tests which I have made chiefly with forks c' (256
v.d.) and a' (435 v.d.) show that the perceptibility of vibrating
forks held against the skull on different places varies con-
siderably with equal intensity of vibration. A fork, e. g.y
which becomes inaudible on almost any other part of the
skull may again be heard if held against the mastoid process
behind the ear. The sensitivity to a fork at this point is
almost equal to that of one held against the teeth, yet when
the fork has 'run out' at either of these two positions it is
easily perceptible when held with the prongs just before the
ear as closely as possible without making actual contact.

1 Op. dt., 314.
* Ibid., 318.
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If now, when the fork is hejd against the mastoid process,
a finger tip is inserted into the opposite ear it is found that
the tone is not only located in the stopped ear, but that it is
perceptible in this ear with fainter intensity than in the un-
stopped ear nearer the source of the sound. This high degree
of sensitivity of the opposite (stopped) ear has been used
as evidence that binaural beats are really due to bone con-
duction; but such a view overlooks the important fact thai the.
tone waves so easily perceived in the plugged ear do not come
to the cochlea directly from the stimulus through the skull, but
are reflected back from the finger tip and enter the ear through
the usual channel. Wilson and Myers found that if a tone
is conducted to the subject's right ear, for example, a person
at the opposite side might hear the tone through a tube con-
necting his own with the subject's left ear. This experiment
Obviously does not prove, as it has been thought to prove,
that cross-conduction waves are easily perceptible in the
opposite ear when not stopped or plugged, i. e., under the
conditions of the Wilson-Myers experiment proving the
perception of phase differences.

Binaural beats, of the peculiar quality soon to be noted,
may be heard with both ears unstopped, or normal, even }f
the feebly sounding forks are not even in contact with the
head, but are held before the ears. The fact is, therefore,
that the ear is insensitive to a high degree to tone waves
coming directly from the skull, and highly sensitive, pn the
other hand, to those which come thrpugh the usua.1 channel
from the meatus. In the case of the plugged ear %he waves
from the sku.ll are perceived, for low intensities, only when
reflected back from the direction, of the tympanum by the
finger tip.1 Tb<is fad is in direct opposition, to the third of the
Wilson-Myers suppositions, which can therefore be valid
only in a small degree and then merely for intense vibrations.

It was the nature of binaural beats that led me to dis-
credit the cross-conduction theory of their origin, much as
the theory was consoling to my own view in a time pf per-

1 Cf. Mach, Berichte d. Wiener Akad., math.-nat. KL, 1863, 48 (2), 283, cited by
Schaefer, K. L., in Nagel, op. cil., 574.
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plexity. Qn the nature of binaural beats I have gathered—
as a control test to my own observations—unbiased de-
scriptions from a number of competent observers. Forks
sounding with as nearly equal intensity as possible were held
in irregular, or chance, order either one at each ear or both
at the same ear. The forks—c' in this case—differed slightly
in pitch so as to beat very slowly, approximately once per
second, and the observers were asked to write out descriptions
of the beats. They were at the time ignorant of the use to
be made of the report and were not informed on this matter
until quantitative tests had been made, following the de-
scriptive reports, to determine the accuracy of the counting
of binaural beats. The results here given are only those
obtained from experienced observers, instructors \n psy-
chology, and are in substantial agreement with ^hose ob-
tained from less experienced persons. The observers will be
designated as Kr, D, Kg, J^, E, and / . All did not take
part in every test.

Kr despribes binaural beats as constituting a 'unified
experience with fluctuations from side to side.' "MonauraJ
bea^s are discrete experiences. There is a series of wide
gaps which seem to break up the total sense experiences.
These gaps are of varying size," with different relative and
absolute intensities of the primary tones. There is no

uctuation in the location of the beats.
E says: "Monaural beats are much more distinct and

more easily counted, definitely localized, and do not shift as,
do the binaural beats." In counting there was 'less effort
of attention required and no doubt, but rather a feeling pf,
certainty' as to the accuracy of results. "Binaural beaf§
less distinct, feeli g of effort clearly present in my trying to
be sure of the count; slightly unpleasant; localization not as
definite as in case of monaural beats; beats are often localized
at one side or the other, but also very often at a fairly large
region around and over the head. The sound seemed Jo
fill this region, about two feet in diameter; as the phase
changed the sound seemed to run to the opposite side across
upper back part'of the head, occasionally fairly vivid visual
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images of narrow bands of light going back and forth in this
way."

D, whose right ear is partially deaf, had extreme difficulty
in counting binaural beats, and was therefore excused from
the beat counting tests. The sound was continuous at the
good ear, and while there was no shifting of the sound he
experienced slight beating effects which he counted as slower
(in the ratio of about 2 to 3) than the beats which actually
occurred. For this observer the fork at the right was held
nearer than the one at the left ear.

The results of Kr and E are typical and agree well with
those reported by other investigators. For example, Cross
and Goodwin report that two forks were held against the
teeth until their beats (4 per second) were no longer audible
when suddenly they were removed "and the stem of each
was touched to the wax closing the two ears. Instantly the
two notes were heard, faintly but distinctly, in the ears to
which they were held, and accompanying them were faint
beats seeming to wander in the head from ear to ear, as is
always the case with binaural beats."1 The beats in this
case were counted correctly, as is usual with frequent binaural
beats. As the beating rate increases the shifting from side
to side, becoming too rapid to follow, gets to seem more and
more like true interruptions, as with monaural beats. It is
also evident that if there were here a small amount of cross-
conduction, contrary to the opinion of the experimenters,
the crossed waves would not likely produce directly a per-
ceptible effect in the cochlea, but would be reflected back to
the cochlea from the meatus along the usual channel of
auditory sound waves. In such a case the beats would be
monaural in each ear and would be easy to count.

For some time my experience has shown that binaural
beats, within certain limits, become easier to count as their
frequency increases. Very slow beats, especially of low
pitched forks, are readily perceived to be located now on
one side and now on the other, and to shift with the change
of phase. As they increase in frequency the effect is to pro-

1 Op. cit.
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duce something of a circular motion very hard accurately
to count, and at a still greater frequency this shifting ap-
proaches more nearly the nature of the interruptions of
monaural beats, with no changes in location. The point of
greatest error in binaural beat counting seems from my own
observation to be at a frequency of about one beat per second,
at which point the swing to each side is often counted by the
unsophisticated as a separate beat, thus giving the result of
multiplying the actual beats by two. In my first experi-
ments precautions were taken to have the tones separately
conducted to the two ears in tubes. The end of each tube
was wrapped with a handkerchief and made to fit into the
ear in such a way that the air wave could presumably not
escape and enter the opposite ear by passing around the
head. Tone waves were also separately conducted to the
ears by means of metal rods or heavy wires each held in con-
tact with a particle of wax in the meatus of the ear to which
it led. The wax thus forms a resonating cavity in the
meatus. The stems of the vibrating forks were held against
the farther end of the rods. With moderate intensities the
results under these conditions were precisely like those
obtained by holding unresonated forks directly to the ears.
Consequently the more elaborate methods were abandoned
for the simpler one so that such conditions as the relative
intensity of the tones could be better controlled. Another
objection to the wax-in-the-ear method is that the wax
stopper will reflect back the cross-conducted wave—if there
be any—and make both waves enter each cochlea from the
same direction, whereas we are endeavoring to find out what
takes place under normal conditions when there is no such
reflecting back of the crossed waves. Below1 will be found
results obtained with ears stopped as compared with ears
normal, the stems of the forks being held against the skull
in each case. These results amply justify the abandonment
of the wax-in-the-ear method, valuable as it proves to be in
certain studies.

The following results were obtained with two unresonated
c' forks of slightly different pitch. These were held in

» See pages 345, 346.
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chance order a short distance before the observer's ears
either both to the same or one to each ear. Precautions
were taken both in actuating the forks and in the manner in
which they were held to the ears to insure a practical uni-
formity of experimental conditions. The experimenter sat
directly behind the observer, and followed a chance order of
experiments both as to the frequency of beats and as to the
method of stimulation just described. The order was the
same for all observers. Because of the defectiveness of D's
right ear he was not used in this beat-counting experiment.
W's right ear was slightly defective, so the fork at this side
was always held closer than that at the left. The observer
watching the second hand of a watch began counti lg the
beats at a favorable point and continued for ten seconds.
W used a stop-watch, and began each time by the more
accurate method of o, i? a, etc. The other observers began
counting with I. No deductions for this were made as the
results are wholly for comparison between monaural and
binaural beats. The beats recorded are the total number
counted during the ten seconds.

The pitch of one of the forks was changed, as the program
required, by the shifting of a small brass clamp which was
attached to one of the prongs. Three marks were made
on the prong so that the number of beats for each position of
the clamp would be as nearly constant as possible. The
slight variations in the counts of each observer of monaural
beats are unquestionably to be accounted for in part by the
impossibility of putting the clamp at exactly the same point
each time for a certain frequency. Even when the chance
order required no change in the position of the clamp a
change away from and back to the mark was made so that
" O " would remain ignorant as to the number of beats to
expect. Occasionally it was desirable to set the clamp in
an unusual position, and get an unusual frequency of beats,
so that " O " would not learn the three particular frequencies
to expect. This was usually unnecessary, however, as the
results for binaural beats were so variable.

In the tables which follow N represents the rapid fre-
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quency, about 24 in the ten seconds; n, about 11.5 in the
same period; and ri, about 3.25. Question marks indicate
a high degree of uncertainty on the observer's part. In the
cases indicated by footnotes unsuccessful attempts to count
the heats were made. Usually these were in immediate
succession; occasionally some cases of monaural beat counting
or short periods of rest were interspersed. Other features of
the results are self evident. A little practice was given
each observer before results were tabulated.

OBSERVER E

Binaural

N

2 1
2 1
2 2
I2J1

16
2 0

9
24
2 0
2 2

M.. . . I8 .7
M.V.. 3.8

n

10?
1 0
12
8?

12
bt
9

10/
9

1 0

9.6
i-3

«'

6 ?
bt
6
6
8?
6 ?
4
4
4
4

5-4
i . l

Monaural

AT

24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

24
0

»

12
1 2
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

12

»'

4
4
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
3

3-8
0 0.3

OBSERVER KI

Binaural

24
26
27
24
27
19
38
25
29
25

26.4
3.2

n

24
2 0
2 0
28
24
II ?
17
11 i
20 ?
2 0

19-5
3-9

«'

3asi
2 2
10 i
2 S ?
23. '
19 •'
13
28/?
14
10?

21.4
5-9

Monaural

N

25
24
23
26

24
27
25
25
25
25

24.9
0.7

n

13
13
12
12
12
12
12
12
1 2
12

12.2
0.3

4
4
3-'
4
3
4
5
3
4
4

3.8
0.6

OBSERVER W

BInAural

2 0
2 2

?4
24
25
25/?
22J?
25
26
2 2

M....23.5
M.V.. 1.6

n

5
4
bsl
9
2

I
2!
it
is

n
2si
2
2t
1

ui
ui
it
it
2+t

Monaural

N

25
25
24
25
*")
25
25
25
25
25

24.9
0 . 2

n

12
I I
1 2
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

11.9
0 . 2

« '

4
4
J
3
3
4
3
3
3
3

3-3
0 4

N

8
6

1 2

7
2 2

7i
4 '

23
16

n;(
12.6
5-6

O B S E R V E R AT|

BinauraJ

n

5
3
9
6

1 0
3?
8
8
3-'
7

6.2'
2.2

«'

8

7
1 0
8
5
4
4
3
V
Si

1-7
2.0

Monaural

N

25
25
23
25
24
z \
24
24
24
25

24-3
0.6

*

13
12
1 2
12
I I
12
12
12
I I
12

11.9
O.4

«'

4
3
4
4
1
3
4
4
4
3

3-6
0-S

1 s = second attempt (the first being unsuccessful); t = third attempt;/ = fourth
attempt; it — failure after third attempt. Note that averages and deviations are of
Uttle value in the binaural beau because of uncertainties, failures, and in some cases
marked improvement on the slowest beats, the latter due, likely, to some sort of
association with the monaural slow frequencies. Fractions are omitted in the ob-
servers' reports. When fractions were given the next higher whole number was
recorded if the fraction was as large as .5.
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defective right ear seems to have made his perception
of binaural beats very uncertain. In the cases of failure W
declared that he heard beats but that they were not sufficiently
distinct to be counted. It is probable that, even though the
fork at the defective ear was held nearer than was that at
the good ear, the relative intensities for Ws hearing were
after all not the most favorable. No complaint of this was
made however. Kg mentioned several times, when he gave
small numbers for the frequent binaural beats, that he heard
also more rapid beats. E. g., when 16 was given: " I heard
also a slower and a faster beating; don't know whether I
gave the right one." As a rule the observers expressed
much lack of certainty as to their results on binaural beats in
general; question marks indicate only the places of greatest
doubt.

Some peculiar individual differences are noticeable in the
results. Kr shows a tendency to be influenced considerably
in the more uncertain judgments by the easily perceptible
beats in the rapid series. Frequently he reported for the
slow beats: "Too fast to count." This tendency was so
strong that in the practice series, which by chance began
with the most frequent binaural beats, he 'counted' the
slowest monaural beats as 22, 12, and 28. He declared that
they were 'practically continuous.' It was found necessary
to warn him that some of the beats were very slow. The
next count on the slow monaural beats was still wrong, 28
instead of 3, but when the second one came round he gave a
triumphant smile, and made no errors after that time. But this
discovery of slow beats seems to have had no effect on the
binaural slow series. It is interesting that the experience
with difficult frequent binaural beats so toned up Kr's ex-
pectation that his attention was wholly diverted from the
very slowly changing tone bearing the monaural beats of
approximately .4 per second.

The tendency which my earlier experiences had led me
to expect, to count the swing to each side of the one-beat-
per-second monaural series as a separate beat, is evident in
the results of only one observer, Kr, and even these results
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may be due to association with the more rapid beats which
happened, unfortunately, to have just twice the frequency
of the middle series. Of course the 'influence' may also
have been in the opposte direction. At the frequency of
approximately one per second, binaural beats seem to be a
continuous sound wandering about in an ell pse, and one
can subjectively ascribe one of several rhythms to them, as
to the ticks of a clock. Extremely cautious observers are
therefore likely to let many 'beats' go by uncounted, and
to have grave doubts as to the accuracy of any of their
results. This continuous nature of the sound, even for
weak tones, in the case of slow binaural beats speaks strongly
against an even indirectly appreciable amount of cross-
conduction from ear to ear. The results of the trained ob-
servers do, however, show, as was expected from the earlier
experiments, that of the three frequencies used the beats
of approximately one per second are the most difficult ac-
curately to count. It is at this frequency that inexperienced
observers seem to be most likely to count each side shift of
the tone as a separate beat, thus making the error of multi-
plying the actual number of beats by two.

As a rule beats are easily counted when the stems of the
forks are held against the skull, if the vibration is intense or
even of medium intensity. If the forks are pressed hard
against the skull the beats become more distinct and approach
the nature of monaural beats. The shifting of the sound from
side to side is more noticeable when the forks are held one
at each side of the cranium than when they approach the
median plane. If the intensity is low and the forks are held
against the skull near the ears, one at each side, the counting
of the beats becomes very difficult and uncertain even
though both tones are clearly audible. A test on Mr. E
shows counting under these conditions to be almost entirely
guesswork. The results are more variable than his counts
of binaural beats given above; e. g., beats at a frequency of
1.2 per second were counted in successive trials (other fre-
quencies being interspersed, as explained in the foregoing, to
keep the observer in ignorance of the frequency used) as
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follows: 4.5, ?, 12, 9, 3. The stems of the forks were held
against the mastoid processes behind the ears. Here again
the rapid beats were more accurately counted. The full
table of results is not given because it was extremely difficult
to control properly and keep constant both the intensity of
each fork and the degree of pressure on the skull. Even
when the experimenter could hear the beats plainly with
the forks 45 to 60 cm. away the observer was unable to count
them correctly. I was surprised several times when the beats
seemed intense that the observer did not get them by air
conduction around the head. On the contrary he pro-
nounced the experiment 'harder than any I have had.'
This experiment shows how much the possibility of air con-
duction around the head has been exaggerated by some
writers. Caution, however, where there is uncertainty is a
good thing.

This experiment was repeated with the change, that the
observer was asked to put a finger tip into each ear. Under
this condition is's results with ten trials on each of the three
frequencies of beats shown in the tables above were precisely of
the same degree of accuracy as was his counting of monau'ral
beats. In thirty-five trials not an error was made. E de-
scribed the beats as very distinct and clear. It was evident
that we now were getting monaural beats in each ear. The
location of the sound did not shift, as it does with true bi-
naural beats. Since there is no reason for the existence of
more bone conduction with the ears stopped than with them
open, it appears that vibrations may be sent across the skull
from ear to ear with a considerable degree of intensity and yet
not produce beats in the opposite unstopped ear with another
tone. The auscultation experiments, which have been used
to prove the effectiveness of bone conduction in binaural
beats, and in the location of sound by phase differences at the
two ears, therefore prove nothing in this regard. On the
contrary, it is highly probable from the results here given that
the effect of such cross-conduction is entirely negligible.

Convincing as some of these results from normal observers
may seem to be against any explanation of binaural beats
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that assumes bone conduction from ear to ear, it is still
desirable, if we are to avoid any possible error in our con-
clusion that a study of bone conduction be made on a mon-
aural observer. More's experiments were carried out in
part on such a person, and confirm our results perfectly.
"Miss S-, after an attack of spinal meningitis at the age of
four years, entirely lost the sense of hearing in the left ear.
Examination by aurists showed that the nerve of this ear
was atrophied, and the power of hearing gone." The good
ear, we are told, 'was abnormally acute.' More found that
when the right (good) ear and the tube leading to it were
stopped with cotton no sound was heard. The result was not
different even when the fork, whose tone was conducted to
the ears, was intensified with a resonator. That is to say, a
loud tone conducted only to the deaf ear was not audible in
the good ear by bone conduction even though the latter was
plugged with cotton. Beats may, however, be audible even
though the primary tones interfering cannot be heard. Could
S have perceived beats if moderate tones of slightly different
pitch were conducted separately one to each ear? No such
tests seem to have been made.1

Before seeing the report of More's experiment I had
planned independently more extensive tests on a monaural
subject. The experiment was carried out somewhat over a
year ago in the psychological laboratory of the University
of Chicago. An observer, / , was found who is entirely
deaf in the left ear both for high and for low tones. This
condition resulted from an attack of scarlet fever in childhood.
The right ear is apparently even better than the average in
its acuity for tones. An unresonated fork of 768 v.d. was
used. With a certain intensity (determined by the impact
actuating the fork) which made the tone just audible at a
distance of approximately 60 cm. from the good ear, no sound
was perceptible at all when the fork was held at the left side
of the head. With greater intensity of vibration the fork on
the left side was audible in the right ear, and vaguely localized
on the right side. At 90 cm., for instance, the fork was thus

1More, op.cit., 315, 316.
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heard. In this case the air wave had to go around the head.
As the fork was now brought nearer the deaf ear, with the
same intensity of vibration, the tone became inaudible for a
considerable distance and until the fork came very close to
the ear, when it was again feebly audible. This inaudible
zone on the left side of the head was established by repeated
tests for which the fork was moved in both directions, both
toward and away from the ear. If now two beating forks
were held at the left side of the head, one just within the
perceptible limit and the other just inside the inaudible zone,
beats were at once heard. These beats were localized
vaguely outside the good (right) ear. That they were
monaural in character is evident from the fact that with very
slow beats complete interruptions of the tone were produced
between each two successive beats, that is, there were inter-
vals, as is the case with monaural beats from extremely weak
tones, during which no sound was audible at all. No wander-
ing, or side to side shifting of beats was perceived, moreover,
when one fork was held at each side of the head.

It was thought that this beating might still be due to
cross-conduction of the wave through the skull, so a more
carefully controlled set of tests was planned. These experi-
ments were carried out with unresonated c' forks, 512 v.d.
/ plugged the good ear with his finger tip while the fork was
held at the deaf ear. Several intensities were tried. Under
these conditions no tone was heard at all even when the
intensity was sufficient to make the tone audible normally
at a distance of 9 or 10 meters. With the right ear plugged
as just described and the stem of the fork held against the
skull the tone was at once perceived, now located definitely
in the right ear. It became inaudible when the tone became
so weak as not to be heard by the normal ear at a distance
of 60 cm. This intensity, with the opposite (good) ear
plugged, it should be noted, is considerable. The measure-
ment is important, as it is impossible on normal subjects.
Let it be noted also that / is an usually reliable observer.
In this measurement the stem of the fork was held against
the mastoid process behind J's deaf ear. When the right
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ear was plugged and both forks at a slightly different pitch
were held before the deaf ear no beating was heard whatever.
This is significant for, as has been said above, even inaudible
tones may be heard to beat. If now one fork was held with
the stem in contact with the mastoid process behind the deaf
ear there was still no beating though the fork was itself
audible. Beats were at once remarked when the second fork
was also held against the skull. No variation in these results
was obtained when the tones were conducted separately, one
to each ear, either in tubes or along rods as described in the
early pages of this paper, i. e., the results were like those
obtained by holding the unresonated forks to the ears. Two
tones thus conducted to the deaf ear were inaudible and did
not beat.

These experiments with a monaural subject, then, agree
in a striking manner both with those conducted by More
under different methods and with those here reported on
normal observers. In every case the results are directly
against the view that binaural beats and the perception of
phase differences are to be explained on the basis of conduc-
tion of the sound wave from ear to ear through the skull.
We seem to have no choice but to conclude that binaural
beats are distinct both in character and in physiological cause
from monaural beats. The latter are more discrete than the
former, do not wander or shift from side to side, and may
involve complete interruptions in the audibility of the beating
tones. If the tones conducted separately to the two ears
are unusually intense there may possibly be interference in
each ear due to bone conduction of each tone to the opposite
ear, where it will interfere with the other tone. In such
cases beats are of a dual nature, being partly monaural and
partly binaural. Such cases, if they ever occur, are extremely
rare. Pure binaural beats are evidently not beats at all in
the usual sense of the term as used in acoustics; they are
periodically perceived changes in a tone whose location
wanders or shifts from ear to ear. As these shiftings become
rapid the effect is that the perceived changes in the tone
approach more nearly the character of true monaural beats,
and may be counted with more precision and certainty.
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Binaural beats and the perception of phase differences
are evidently to be explained on the same principle. Both
of these phenomena seem to be cortical in origin, while
monaural beats probably originate in^the basilar membrane.
Combination tones, both 'subjective' and 'objective,' are in
all probability objective in origin to the basilar membrane.
For the production of 'subjective' combination tones both
waves must operate in the same ear, where each periodically
modifies the intensity of the other.

The conclusion to which we are here driven by facts, that
binaural beats are but the shifting of the location of the
sound from side to side, and are not true beats, may not,
after all, violate so seriously as Wilson and Myers suppose
our present conception of the nature of the nerve impulse.
It is well known that the mere passage of an electrical current
through the nerve fiber does not excite it. Only changes in
the current, whether increasing or decreasing it, excite the
nerve. Up to a certain limit the more sudden the change
the greater the effectiveness of the stimulus. Oscillations in a
very intense current will continue to excite the nerve up to a
frequency of 1,000,000 per second.1 The nerve fiber has a
very short 'refractory period' during which it is inexcitable
by another stimulus which follows the first. The length
of this period varies with different nerves, and seems not to
exceed .002 second. Just how short the period may be in a
sensory nerve such as the auditory nerve, or rather the fibers
of the cochlear branch of this nerve, is not easy to determine.
There is evidence, moreover, that the refractory period of
the nerve is conditioned by central rather than by peripheral
factors.2

There seems, then, to be ample basis in fact for a theory
that the perception of phase differences at the two ears is
due to some central factor. Let us recall that visual per-
ception of distance and direction rests on numerous impulses
not directly in consciousness; that these several impulses
in many cases have no peripheral connections whatever and

1 Ladd and Woodworth, 'Elements of Physiological Psychology,' p. 131. Refer-
ences are here given.

1 Ibid., p. 165.
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come to the cortical centers through different sense channels;
and that the organism by the trial and error method of
procedure gets gradually and unconsciously to 'take note*
of them in its responses, thus learning to locate objects.
It is not inconceivable that by a similar process the organism
comes gradually in its responses to take note of certain
central differences in the 'phases' of the streams of impulses
from the two ears. It is hardly necessary in our present
day in psychology to remind the reader that the organism
as a whole is after all the responding or reacting agent, not
consciousness. This view is consistent with our present
behavioristic tendencies. In fact I see no alternative but
to accept some such a theory of central perception of phase
differences as here suggested. Our theories must follow the
facts. At present this view does not seem to be incompatible
with any of the more general theories of hearing whatever
the mode of analysis in the ear may be assumed to be.

In closing I wish to express my thanks to the instructors
in the University of Minnesota who served as observers,
and to Professors James R. Angell and H. A. Carr for their
assistance in carrying out the experiments on the monaural
subject.


